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GENERAL LINGUISTICS  
 
Lecture #1 
Introduction to Linguistics HANDOUT 
 
Intro:  Why important to study & understand language? 
 

a.  Universality:   
 
b.  Lang. is prevalent, but poorly understood.   
 
Fromkin/Rodman:  “Everyone knows a language.  Five-year old children are almost as 
proficient at speaking and understanding as are their parents.  Yet the ability to carry out 
the simplest conversation requires profound knowledge that most speakers are unaware 
of.  This is as true of speakers of Japanese as of English, of Armenian as of Navajo” (An 
Introduction to Language, 6th ed., 4). 
 
c.  Why develop an informed appreciation /understanding of language?  
 

i.  Language is involved in several of the “problems” we face today: 
 
 
ii.  Understanding language has significant bearing on many intellectual disciplines: 
 
 
iii.  Benefits for the practical application of an informed understanding of language. 
 

(1)  Language pedagogy  
 
(2)  Anthropologists 
 
(3)  Missionaries 
 
(4)  Bible translation for people-groups with no written language system: 

 
 
1.  Fundamental Questions 
 

a.  What is human language? 
 

i.  code 
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(1)  Arbitrary:   
 
Engl: DOG 
Span: PERRO 
Fren: CHIEN 
Grk: κύων  (KUON) 
 
(2)  Not all words in the code are strictly arbitrary:  Onomatopoeia 
 

Sound of a Dog 
Afrikaans: woef  
Albanian: ham ham / hum hum  
Arabic (Algeria): (haw haw)  
Bengali: ghaue-ghaue  
Bulgarian: - (bau-bau)  
Catalan: bup, bup  
Chinese (Mandarin): wang wang  
Croatian: vau-vau  
Czech: haf haf  
Danish: Dutch: woef  
English: bow-wow, arf, woof, ruff ruff, yip  
Esperanto: boj  
Estonian: auh  
Finnish: hau hau / vuh vuh  
French: ouah ouah  
German: wau wau, wuff wuff  
Greek: aß (gav)  
Hebrew: (haw haw) / (hav hav)  
Hindi: bho:-bho:  
Hungarian: vau-vau  
Icelandic: voff  

Indonesian: guk guk 
Italian: bau bau  
Japanese: wanwan, kyankyan  
Korean: mung-mung (/wang-wang)  
Montenegrin: av av / vau vau  
Norwegian: voff / vov-vov  
Polish: hau hau  
Portuguese (Portugal): au au au (nasal diphthong)  
Portuguese (Brazil): au-au  
Romanian: ham ham  
Russian: - (gav-gav)  
Slovene: hov-hov  
Spanish (Spain, Argentina): guau guau  
Swedish: vov vov  
Thai: hoang hoang (with falling tone)  
Turkish: hav, hav  
Ukrainian: hav-hav  
Vietnamese: wau wau  
Urdu: woof woof 

 
Sound of a Donkey 
Afrikaans: hie-hô  
Albanian: i-a i-a  
Arabic (Algeria): hiihan hiihan  
Bengali: chuuchuu  
Catalan: i-haa  
Croatian: i-ja, i-ja  
Czech: iá iá  
Danish: Æslet skryder.  
Dutch: ie-ah  
English: hee-haw  
Esperanto: ia  
 

French: hihan 
German: iaah, iaah  
Hebrew: iya  
Hindi: si:po:-si:po:  
Italian: i-oo, i-oo  
Norwegian: Eselet skryter.  
Polish: iha, iha  
Russian: ia-ia  
Spanish (Costa Rica): iii-aah, iii-aah  
Swedish: Åsnan skriar.  
Turkish: a-iiii, a-iiii  
Ukrainian: ii-aa, ii-aa 
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Sound of a Duck 
Afrikaans: kwak-kwak  
Albanian: mak mak  
Arabic (Algeria): couak couak  
Bengali: gack-gack  
Bulgarian: - (kvak-kvak)  
Catalan: cuac, cuac  
Chinese (Mandarin): gua gua  
Croatian: kva-kva  
Czech: kvák kvák  
Danish: rap  
Dutch: kwak kwak  
English: quack quack  
Esperanto: gik-gak  
Estonian: prääks prääks  
Finnish: kvaak kvaak  
French: coin coin  
German: quack, quack  
Hebrew: ga ga ga  

Hungarian: háp-háp 
Indonesian: kwek kwek  
Italian: qua qua  
Japanese: gaagaa  
Korean: kkoyk-kkoyk  
Montenegrin: kva kva  
Norwegian: kvakk-kvakk  
Polish: kwa kwa  
Portuguese (Portugal): qua qua qua  
Portuguese (Brazil): quá quá  
Romanian: mac mac  
Russian: krya-krya  
Slovene: ga-ga  
Spanish (Spain): cuá cuá  
Spanish (Argentina): cuac cuac  
Swedish: kvack  
Thai: gaab gaab (with falling tone)  
Turkish: vak, vak  
Ukrainian: krya-krya  
Vietnamese: quak-quak 

 
 
ii.  system:  
 
HL is an arbitrary system!  Despite the convention, there is pattern. 
 

(1)  Language consists of several components, and we see that each part exhibits 
systematic organization (structure).   
 
Figure:   
 
     pragmatics (meaning affected by situation/context) 
   
     meaning (semantics) 
 
     sentence structure (syntax) 
 
     word-formation (morphology) 
 
     sounds (phonetics/phonology) 
 
 
 
(2)  Consider just the sound-system. 
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(a)  Ex. #1 
 
pop up    v.   pop up  in right field   
 
(diff. between sound in isolation and in context) 
 
Allophone:  (ἀλλος = other; φωνή = sound) phonetic variants of the same 
speech-sound/phoneme; the variant does not effect a change of meaning.  
Allophones occur b/c certain speech conditions require a certain 
pronunciation. 

 
(b)  Ex. #2  You v.  Did you eat yet?   [djeetchet?] 
 
(c)  Ex. #3  Consider the different realizations of the stop letters p, t, k: 
 
pin v. nip      tin v. knit     kin v. nick 
 
 

 
(3)  natural v. artificial system 
 

natural:  
 
artificial:  
 

 
iii.  expression 
 

oral, written, or signed. 
 
 
iv.  content 
 

 
b.  What is linguistics? 
 

i.  scientific inquiry 
 

(1) Empirical:  Lyons:  “... linguistics is empirical, rather than speculative or 
intuitive; it operates with publically verifiable data obtained by means of 
observation or experiment.  To be empirical, in this sense, is for most eopel teh 
very hallmark of science” (Language and Linguistics, 38). 
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(2)  Objective:   

 
ii.  language 

 
(1)  language in general, rather than languages in particular 
 
 
 
(2)  Lyons:  “The question ‘What is language?’ carries with it the presupposition 
that each of the several thousand recognizably distinct natural languages spoken 
throughout the world is a specific instance of something more general.  What the 
linguist wants to know is whether all natural languages have something in 
common not shared by other systems of communication, human or non-human, 
such that it is right to apply to each of them the word ‘language’ and to deny the 
application of the term to other systems of communication” (3). 
 

iii.  Branches of Linguistics 
 

(1)  General v. Descriptive Lx 
 
 
 
 (2)  Historical Lx:   
 

Diachronic description of a language:   
 
Synchronic description of a language:   

 
(3)  Theoretical v. Applied Lx: 
 
 
 
(4)  Other branches of Lx: 

 
Anthropological Lx:   
 
Psycholinguistics:   
 
Sociolinguistics:   
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c.  What is a linguist? 
 
d.  What is the role of a linguist? 
 

i.  observe 
 
ii.  analyze 
 
iii.  hypothesize 
 
iv.  describe 

 
 
 
2.  Language as rule-governed structures 

 
 
grammatical competence:   
 
well-formed (grammatical) 
 
ill-formed (ungrammatical) 
 
linguistic notation for ill-formed structures (*) 
 

 
grammatical competence:  the ability to speak or utter sentences that conform to rules of 
grammar.   
 

“Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.”   
 
well-formed (grammatical):  utterances that conform to the structural rules of grammar 
 

Colorless gas can kill you.  [well-formed] 
 
ill-formed (ungrammatical):  utterances that do not conform to the structural rules of 
grammar 
 

*Furiously sleep ideas green colorless.  [ill-formed] 
 
linguistic notation for ill-formed structures (*):  Asterisk before the word/ 
phrase/sentence. 
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sang  v.  *singed 
over the hill  v.  *hill the over 

 
English constituent structure:  Usually follows SVO order; other languages can follow 
SOV and VSO structures.   
 

Johnnie pulled my finger.  [Johnnie is S because in first position in a declarative sent.] 
 
My finger pulled Johnnie.  [My finger is S because in first position in a declarative 
sent.] 
 

Linguistic knowledge:  What do we possess to make (proper) grammatical judgmts 
about sentences?  We’ve internalized a set of rules.   
 

I boo today.  Yesterday I booed. 
I do today.  *Yesterday I doed. 

 
Other languages also conform to rules that dictate what constitutes grammatical 
competence. 
 

Haitian-Creole:  Instead of Def.Art. + Noun (preposed article), the reverse occurs 
where the Def. Art. actually follows the Noun (postposed): 
 

Chat-le = “the cat” (French = le chat) 
 
Spanish:  The sentence I am going to shave myself: 
 

Preposed reflexive:   Me voy a afeitar. 
Postposed reflexive: Voy a afeitarme. 

 But not:  *Voy me a afeitar  or  *Voy a me afeitar. 
 
Markers of the Plural: 
 

Chinese:  0 plurality markers (use tone instead) 
Engl:   2 plurality markers:  The boys are tall.  
Span:   4 plurality markers:  Los muchachos son altos. 

 
“To be” in the present tense:  English requires non-past forms of “to be” while other 
languages do not. 

 
Engl:   My friend is Vasiliy.  
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Russian:  Moy drug Vasiliy.  [“My friend Vasiliy.”]  cf. Heb. verbless clauses. 
 
However:  Moy drug buil Vasiliy. [“My friend was Vasiliy.”] 

 
All of this is part of the grammatical competence of different languages. 
 

 
3.  Competence v. Performance.  Some definitions are in order here. 
 

a.  Grammar:  “linguistic knowledge as represented in the speaker’s mind....  Linguistic 
theory is concerned with revealing the nature of the mental grammar which represents 
the speakers’ knowledge of their language” (Fromkin 2000, 7).  A grammar refers to 
everything that a speaker knows about the structure of his/her language: 
 

i.  Lexicon:  the words/vocab of one’s mental dictionary.   
 
ii.  Morphology:  the structure of words that one is allowed to use.   
 

unfruitful  v. *fruitfulun    speaker v. *erspeak 
 
iii.  Syntax:  the structure of phrases and sentences, and the requirement for 
considering them well-formed.   
 

Dr. Phillip Marshall, who began teaching at HBU in August 2008, is the cleverest 
punster in the civilized world.  
 
Dr. Sloan gave Paul a brand new unicorn for his 17th birthday.   

 
iv.  Semantics:  the meaning of words and sentences.   
 
v.  Phonetics and Phonology: speakers understand/know the sounds and the sound 
system/patterns available within his language.   
 

long     sing    wrong     *ngowr 
 
These constraints are not coerced or prescribed; they are a natural, intuitive set of “rules” 
that children learn as they acquire the English language.   
 

b.  Linguistic Competence:  our “ideal” linguistic knowledge or mental grammar 
 
c.  Linguistic Performance:  our “actual” use of the mental grammar to produce 
utterances.   
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Slips of the tongue (metathesis: New York might come out as Yew Nork),  
Memory lapses:  Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. . . it’s great! 

 
 
4.  Notions of Grammar. [cf. Fromkin 2000, 12-13] 
 

a.  Mental Grammar:   
 
b.  Descriptive Grammars:   
 
c.  Universal Grammar:   
 
d.  Prescriptive Grammars:   
 

 
 
 


